Job description
Job title

Department

Associate

Corporate

Reporting to

Location

Corporate Partners

Hong Kong

About the firm

Our values
Individuality
We encourage creativity and
develop talent.
Commitment
To be the best and deliver the
highest standard.

Stephenson Harwood is a law firm
(headquarters in London) where our people
are committed to achieving the goals of our
clients - listed and private companies,
institutions and individuals. Our diverse mix
of expertise and culture results in a
combination of deep local insight and the
capability to provide a seamless
international service.
Our experience encompasses corporate,
commercial litigation and arbitration,
employment and pensions, finance, marine
and international trade and real estate.
We assemble teams of bright thinkers to
match our clients' needs and give the right
advice from the right person at the right
time. Dedicating the highest calibre of legal
talent to overcome the most complex
issues, we deliver pragmatic, expert advice
that is set squarely in the real world.
Stephenson Harwood is fully committed to
ensuring that all employees are treated
fairly and with dignity and respect and has
built a culture that values meritocracy,
openness, fairness and transparency. The
firm values individuality and recognises the
benefits of having a diverse workforce.

Teamwork
We work together to build
close, long-term relationships
Straight talking
We say what we mean and do
what we say.
These values express the personality of our
firm. They are the behaviours we encourage
in our people and the standards which
inform our decisions and actions.

Our vision to 2021
To be a successful, independent firm, where
talented people work together in an
entrepreneurial environment, building long
term client relationships.
This vision is about who we want to be. It is
as much about our values as about our
character – the attributes we want to see
from all of our people. It also reflects the
importance of remaining independent - a
clear sign that we are confident in our own
future.
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Team structure
The Hong Kong Corporate team comprises 5 partners, 23 associates, 1 professional support lawyer,
6 paralegals and 10 secretaries.

Main responsibilities


A mixture of general corporate finance and IPO work



Drafting, reviewing and negotiation of offering circulars, transaction documents, issuer board
resolutions, closing-related documents and involved in or supervising due diligence and
verification



Advising on the compliance with the Securities and Future Ordinance, Companies Ordinance,
the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange (“Listing Rules”) and the
Hong Kong Code on Takeovers and Mergers and other regulatory requirements



Diverse exposure to general corporate work, including mergers and acquisitions and joint
ventures

Attributes / skills required


Experience: 4 to 6 years PQE, HK-qualified, preferably trained with a mid-size international law
firm



Solid working knowledge of the Listing Rules, the Takeovers Code, the Securities and Future
Ordinance, the Companies Ordinance



Able to work independently and have good legal drafting, negotiation, presentation and
analytical skills



Good organisational and communication skills and good interpersonal skills



Language: Simplified Chinese (written), Mandarin (spoken) and English (written and spoken)

This job description is indicative only and does not represent an exhaustive list of responsibilities.
The firm reserves the right to alter or change the responsibilities at any time, in line with the firm's
strategy and business needs.
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